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1 - he came through the flames

 He came through the flames

Sonic, amy and tails are running towards the "Egg Plant" when suddenly

BOOM

Flames surrounded tails, cutting off sonic and amy from reaching him.
sonic turned around after hearing footsteps and saw a weird shadow,
"huh?" said sonic as he saw the shadow enter the flames.

tails is trying to avoid the flames when he sees one of the flames moving about in a strange way "what
the" whispered tails when the figure walked at tails

AHHH

screamed tails "dont be afraid milesim here to help" murmered the fox type thing
"how do you know my name?"
"i know alot about you tails"....



2 - how does he know tails?

How does he know tails?
"h-h-how do you know about me?" stuttered tails
"why i was with you as you were born"
"Flame" gasped tails

"sonic do you know who flame is?" amy asked
"nope, no i dont"

suddenly , with one move of the hand, the flames died down and flame and tails were able to escape

"flame how did you do that"
"what this" and a fire starts behind sonic and amy

WAHHH

the fames die down and amy and sonic gasp at there nearly burned butts
"wow" they all whispered in amazement
"so how do you know tails,flame?" sonic asked
"im his brother stupid" flame replied
"Brother?"
"well half-brother"
"yeah he came for me as i was being born and looked after me he even taught me to fly!"
muttering to himself " i can fly?"

"now where were you for those 4 years?"

"well..."



3 - He left all those years ago but why?

 He left all those years ago but why?

"... I left that first time you saw 'Eggman' i saw you could handle yourself so i left."
"yeah but where?" asked tails?
"well" flame goes int a long descussion about where he lives.

"i come from that volcano in iceland umm... herdubreid. man it was warm AND cold at the same time i
mean the only time it was hot was when it slightly over flowed "

"wow" said tails "but i could handle myself ... then anyway"
"then but what about now?"
"well then we had like 7 people on our team now theres only 3"

"wow"
"yep and we need more people" tails says and suddenly flame goes into a trance and trys to think.

"flame?" Tails clicks his fingers "FLAME!!"
"huh oh yeah sorry" he comes out of the trance
"we could get your on the team" implies tails and flame goes into a thinking trance again
"oh well done " says sonic

2 HOURS LATER

"yes" flame awnsers
"zzzzzzzz" they were all asleep
"Tails? sonic? amy?"
"huh? oh yeah. what?"
"i said yes"
"ok well get your stuff on we got a race to go to!"
"huh?"

Find out in part 2!



4 - Part 2 Sonic Riders

Sonic Riders

"So What Do You Mean By We Have A Race To Go To? " Asked Flame
"Well" Tails replied

5 People Zoom Past On Hoverboards

AHHHH

" WHAT THE HELL"

6 people come past this time and in the lead is Wave who catches Flame's Eye "Oh My God"

"What" Said Tails

"Her" Flame Gasped In Astonishment

"Tails i Think your brother , sorry half brother has the hots for WAVE I MEAN ITS WAVE!!! " Shouted
Sonic "Shutting up"
"Nooooooo No Way Flame couldnt i me..." Tails Stares as Flame Trys Getting A Suit on And Chasing
her on a hover board "Then again"

"So How Do you control this thing?" Questioned Flame "WHOOOAAA" Flame shoots off

"Hey he has a chance of winning the race" Said Amy

"Umm Maybe"

Flame almost bashes into the wall but carrys on!
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